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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is NOT a potential difference in
benefits practices that Human Resources should
evaluate when developing a global compensation and benefits
strategy?
A. Life insurance benefits
B. Leaves of absences
C. Reasons for termination
D. Medical coverage
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have the following markup.
You need to ensure that the yellow div is centered in the red
div.
What should you do?
A. Add the following code to the yellow div.margin:auto
B. Add the following code to the red div.align-content:center
C. Add the following code to the red div.margin:auto

D. Add the following code to the yellow
div.align-content:center
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Leveraging the information supplied below, complete the CSR for
the server to set up TLS (HTTPS)
* Hostname: ws01
* Domain: comptia.org
* IPv4: 10.1.9.50
* IPV4: 10.2.10.50
* Root: home.aspx
* DNS CNAME:homesite.
Instructions:
Drag the various data points to the correct locations within
the CSR. Extension criteria belong in the let hand column and
values belong in the corresponding row in the right hand
column.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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